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ABSTRACT
Q-gram based Similarity join and FP-Growth algorithm are combined. The Q-gram based similarity join matches both the substrings and the whole one. FP Growth Stands for frequent pattern growth. It divides a known join string predicate into short substrings of length q, called Q-grams and creates the auxiliary table. The outcome from this approach supports join string predicates like “name similar to Campbell” with an accepted error rate of ε. This project proposes a general gram filter which is a novel generalization of existing filters. A choose-and-extend framework to efficiently find the high quality grams in the query process is presented.

Index terms: gram filter, string similarity, frequent pattern.

I. INTRODUCTION
Auto completion guides users to type the query correctly and efficiently. Due to the convenience it brings to the users and the server, it has been adopted in many applications [2]. For example, search engines like Google dynamically suggest keywords, and can optionally show top-ranked search results while user is typing a query. Other applications include command shells, desktop search, software development environments (IDE), and mobile applications. String similarity search takes as input a set of strings and a query string, and outputs all the strings in the set that are similar to the query string. It is an important operation and has many real applications such as data cleaning, information retrieval, and bioinformatics [1]. In this paper q-gram based similarity search are used to find the String similarity. Q-gram based similarity join and FP Growth algorithm are combined. The Q-gram based similarity join matches both the substrings and the whole one. FP Growth Stands for frequent pattern growth. It divides a known join string predicate into short substrings of length q, called Q-grams and creates the auxiliary table. The outcome from this approach supports join string predicates like “name similar to Campbell” with an accepted error rate of ε. A choose-and-extend framework to efficiently find the high quality grams in the query process is presented. There are many similarity functions to quantify the similarity of two strings, such as Jaccard similarity, Cosine similarity, and edit distance. We focus on edit distance of two strings is the minimum number of single-character edit operations (i.e. insertion, deletion, and substitution) needed to transform one string to another string. Large enterprises are increasingly relying on web services as methodology of sharing services within the organization. The growing number of web services available raises a new and challenging search problem. When the user finds out that the web service operation is inappropriate for some reason, would like to find similar operations. Existing literatures usually adopt a gram-based filter and verification framework for string similarity search. After the query string is decomposed into grams, an efficient
and critical type of filter can utilize the grams and inverted index (from grams to strings) of the string collection to generate candidates. Traditional prefix filters focus on minimizing the filtering cost, whereas counter filter aims at reducing the verification cost. In our Project the Gram Filter. It consists of two steps: (a) choosing high quality grams as the base query-gram set; (b) extending the prefix by choosing more grams until no benefit can be gained from the new gram. A series of heuristics are proposed to achieve efficiency and effectiveness of our algorithms. This process is in terms of categorization accuracy or representation efficiency but it might be hard to identify good set of vocabularies. Proved to be NP-hard problem, we give a cost model to measure the filter ability of grams and develop efficient heuristic algorithms to find high-quality grams.

II. RELATED WORKS

2.1 Similarity Join Size Estimation using Locality Sensitive hashing

Similarity joins are important operations with a broad range of applications. In this paper, we study the problem of vector similarity join size estimation (VSJ). It is a generalization of the previously studied set similarity join size estimation (SSJ) problem and can handle more interesting case such as TF-IDF vectors. One of the key challenges in similarity join size estimation is that the join size can change dramatically depending on the input similarity threshold. We propose a sampling based algorithm that uses Locality Sensitive-Hashing (LSH). The proposed algorithm LSH-SS uses an LSH index to enable effective sampling even at high thresholds. We compare the proposed technique with random sampling and the state-of-the-art technique for SSJ (adapted to VSJ) and demonstrate LSH-SS offers more accurate estimates throughout the similarity threshold range and small variance using real-world data sets.

2.2 Approximate String Similarity Join using Hashing Techniques under Edit Distance Constraints.

The string similarity join, which is employed to find similar string pairs from string sets, has received extensive attention in database and information retrieval fields. To this problem, the filter-and-refine framework is usually adopted by the existing research work firstly, and then various filtering methods have been proposed. Recently, tree based index techniques with the edit distance constraint are effectively employed for evaluating the string similarity join. However, they do not scale well with large distance threshold. In this paper, we propose an efficient framework for approximate string similarity join based on Min-Hashing locality sensitive hashing and tree-based index techniques under string edit distance constraints.

2.3 An efficient tree-based string similarity join algorithm

A string similarity join finds all similar pairs between two collections of strings. It is an essential operation in many applications, such as data integration and cleaning, and has attracted significant attention recently. In this paper, we study string similarity joins with edit-distance constraints. Recently, a Tree-based similarity Join framework is proposed. Existing Tree-based Join algorithms have shown that Tree Indexing is more suitable for Similarity Join on short strings. The main problem with current approaches is that they generate and maintain lots of candidate prefixes called active nodes which need to be further removed. With large edit distance, the number of active nodes becomes quite large. In this paper, we propose a new Tree-based Join algorithm called
2.4 PASS-JOIN: a partition-based method for similarity joins

As an essential operation in data cleaning, the similarity join has attracted considerable attention from the database community. In this paper, we study string similarity joins with edit-distance constraints, which find similar string pairs from two large sets of strings whose edit distance is within a given threshold. Existing algorithms are efficient either for short strings or for long strings, and there is no algorithm that can efficiently and adaptively support both short strings and long strings. To address this problem, we propose a partition-based method called Pass-Join. Pass-Join partitions a string into a set of segments and creates inverted indices for the segments. Then for each string, Pass-Join selects some of its substrings and uses the selected substrings to find candidate pairs using the inverted indices. We devise efficient techniques to select the substrings and prove that our method can minimize the number of selected substrings.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Q-gram based Similarity join and FP-Growth algorithm are combined. The Q-gram based similarity join matches both the substrings and the whole one. FP Growth Stands for frequent pattern growth. It divides a known join string predicate into short substrings of length q, called Q-grams and creates the auxiliary table to store the information about the grams. The outcome from this approach supports join string predicates like “name similar to Campbell” with an accepted error rate of ε. This project proposes a general gram filter which is a novel generalization of existing filters. A choose-and-extend framework to efficiently find the high quality grams in the query process is presented. The advantage of the proposed system is Existing literatures usually adopt a gram-based filter and verification framework for string similarity search Modern search engines often apply similarity search to suggest relevant query keywords to fix the typos in user queries. Traditional prefix filters focus on minimizing the filtering cost, whereas counter filter aims at reducing verification cost.

3.1 Algorithm

In this project Q-gram based Similarity join and FP-Growth algorithm are combined. The Q-gram based similarity join matches both the substrings and the whole one. FP Growth Stands for frequent pattern growth. It divides a known join string predicate into short substrings of length q, called Q-grams and creates the auxiliary table are used to store the information. Fp -tree has been constructed with the use of prefix based dataset from inverted index. FP-Growth about grams with extracts frequent item sets from the FP-tree. In this calculation cost will be low and it will be effective for large volume of data set Fp -tree has been constructed with the use of prefix based dataset from inverted index. FP-Growth simply a two-step procedure

- Step 1: Build a compact data structure called the FP-tree Built using 2 passes over the data-set.
- Step 2: Extracts frequent item sets directly from the FP-tree
Advantages of FP-Growth is only 2 passes over data-set “compresses” data-set no candidate generation much faster than Apriori. Disadvantages of FP-Growth FP-Tree may not fit in memory. FP-Tree is expensive to build.

3.2 1Data Set
The data Sets, a model is built based on the characteristics of each category in a pre-classified set of data. The data set should be selected in such a way that it is varying in content and subject. The pre-processing is first performed to extract prefix string and determine the number of occurrences of each words in each category.

3.2.2 Inverted Index
An inverted index is built on the string collection, which takes all the grams as the keys and the strings that contain the gram as the values. Prefix filtering technique is commonly used in the refinement step to further prune false positives of candidate pairs that share a certain number of common tokens. Candidate pairs with no overlap in their corresponding prefixes can be safely pruned. In this manner, the number of candidate pairs can be significantly reduced since popular words or frequent tokens can be set to the end of the global ordering so that they are not probable of lying in the prefixes.

3.2.3 Generation process
This step probes the inverted index by using the grams in the query string and in the meantime counts the occurrences of the strings in the chosen lists. A string will be a candidate if its occurrences are above a lower bound. Some filter technologies such as length filter can be used in this step to reduce the number of candidates.

3.2.4 Verification process
The actual distance between the query and candidates is calculated and a candidate will be added to the final results, if the distance is no larger than the given threshold t.

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In this q-gram based join the input tables for string can be scanned and it is given as input to the string. It can be splitted into number of sub sequence of items and pattern matching is used to match the correct pattern from the string. The item definition is used to identity the items in the FP growth algorithm.
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